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March 24, 2014

Overview
This memorandum presents three land use and development scenarios that begin to forge a vision of the
future for the Milwaukee Avenue Corridor in Niles, from Albion Avenue northwest to Monroe Street. After
extensive research and analysis of the Corridor’s land use and development characteristics, we have
determined that there is significant potential for the Corridor to become an “imageable” mixed-use heart of
the Village – the “spine” or “backbone” of Niles. Currently, however, this section of the corridor lacks a
discernible identity, a cohesive urban fabric, and a rational organization of land use and building form.
Further, there are numerous physical design and traffic operations constraints that restrict transformative
and comprehensive change along the corridor. Our initial assessment of the conditions along this section
of the Milwaukee Avenue Corridor in Niles has revealed a number of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and potential threats to redevelopment, the most notable of which are listed below:
Strengths:


There are a number of existing successful tenants and businesses that draw significant traffic to
the corridor



Milwaukee Avenue is a heavily trafficked corridor, with strong connections to Chicago and nearby
suburbs – there is a great amount of potential revenue flowing through this corridor each day,
ready to be captured



This section of the corridor has seen a number of recent redevelopment efforts, including new
development at Hart’s Road, Touhy Avenue, and various points along the corridor



The Milwaukee Avenue Beautification Plan has begun implementation along the corridor, helping
to improve the pedestrian environment and create a more unified visual identity



The corridor is within close proximity to stable, desirable and affordable residential neighborhoods,
creating the potential for walkable environments and strong connections between residential and
commercial uses



The Milwaukee Avenue Corridor is perceived to be the “heart” of the Village

Weaknesses:


Parcel configurations. Small, shallow and narrow parcels along the corridor create considerable
encumbrances on redevelopment or reuse efforts, including lack of space for the siting of required
off-street parking and loading areas, safe vehicular and pedestrian circulation, and modern
residential and commercial floor plates. Further, Milwaukee Avenue is a N-W radial arterial and
creates oddly configured intersections with E-W streets along much of its length. This has created
eccentric parcel geometries at potential key intersections along the Corridor where the potential
exists to establish future mid-to-high density, mixed-use “nodes” or “centers”
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Unsafe parking configurations / lack of adequate parking. Many areas along the corridor do not
contain adequate off street parking areas, and a number of these areas display unsafe parking
configurations, with traffic backing out onto Milwaukee Avenue or blocking pedestrian circulation
along side streets. A number of these areas currently contain required off-street parking that is
located partially or entirely within the adjacent public right-of-way



Excessive curb cuts create a lack of consistency and safety in the pedestrian environment along
much of the Corridor



Current development patterns along the corridor do not create adequate density at key
intersections along the corridor, and serve to make Milwaukee Avenue feel wider and less
walkable



High traffic volumes and narrow sidewalks along much of Milwaukee Avenue and key intersecting
streets further the “pedestrian unfriendly” perception of the corridor. This becomes a
considerable challenge when combined with a lack of accommodation for amenities such as
bicycle lanes, a continuous buffered pedestrian environment, and on-street parking



Obsolescence and vacancy is common. This is especially problematic when combined with
multiple ownership along much of the corridor, limiting or precluding site assembly opportunities



Recent “missed opportunities” and inconsistency in quality of development. Some newer
buildings do not optimally address the corridor in terms of transparency, entrance orientation,
parking location, etc. New development should begin to transition the corridor to a vision for the
future, and should not reinforce suboptimal conditions

Key Opportunities:


Assembly of significant redevelopment parcels, including existing residential lots where
appropriate



Realign certain intersections to create new developable land



Leverage development interest and use recent redevelopment momentum to implement new ideas



Continue key Milwaukee Avenue improvements down Harlem/Oakton/Howard/Waukegan/Touhy
Corridors, creating a true community center for Niles



Create consistent sidewalk network and building/street interface through key streetscape and
right-of-way recommendations, such as cut-out parallel parking at strategic points along the
corridor



Identify key sites for future shared surface parking lots



Create gateways and curate the experience along Milwaukee Avenue to cultivate a true sense of
place though concerted land use and building form recommendations. This will help to create a
sense of arrival for visitors as well as reduce a pedestrian’s perception of the Corridor’s length
between potential future key mixed-use nodes. In combination, these visual improvements will
encourage walking along the Corridor



Cluster retail development at key intersections and develop connective sections of the corridor as
complementary uses, such as multi-family/office/professional. Capitalize on opportunities for
density – consider future ART service at key intersections along the corridor



Retrofit existing obsolete structures -- create affordable, desirable commercial space along
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Financing opportunities: Potential TIF district expansion, Milwaukee Avenue Business Improvement
District (BID), SSA, etc.

Potential Threats


Potential policy limitations by IDOT, restricting opportunities to transform the pedestrian
environment along Milwaukee Avenue



Prioritization of protection for residential neighborhoods near the corridor, which may present an
obstacle to the creation of density along Milwaukee Avenue



Current zoning ordinance / development regulations may be working to hinder redevelopment
along the corridor – coordination with the Niles Zoning Ordinance is critical

Five Guiding Principles for Reimagining the Milwaukee Avenue Corridor
Review of the Village’s comprehensive plan, the present Milwaukee Avenue Corridor Plan, and insights
gained to date through the materials review and key person interviews suggest several guiding principles
for re-envisioning and improving the corridor. These principles are outlined below, along with potential
accompanying policy and programmatic directions:

1. Create Destination Environments
2. Improve or Change the Image of the Corridor
3. Encourage Public and Private Investment
4. Limit Impact on Adjacent Neighborhoods
5. Reimagine the Corridor as a Place to Live, Work, and Play
1. Create Destination Environments
In contrast to a “drive-through” corridor, Milwaukee Avenue in Niles has the potential to become a
dynamic and vibrant mixed use environment; a place to stop and linger rather than to pass through.


Create a distinctive market and design orientation to the street and surrounds to make the
Corridor an attractive place for shopping, entertainment, living, and working.



Create a walkable pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-friendly environment along Milwaukee
Avenue. Incorporate site design approaches that address the challenges of shallow lots with
limited space for parking reservoirs.

2. Improve or Change the Image of the Corridor
In contrast to its current aged, nondescript image, future redevelopment along Milwaukee Avenue can
cultivate an image that reflects a particular character befitting a destination location.


Revitalize/transform the 1950 -60 strip commercial development through specific retrofit
recommendations.



Improve appearance and function while maintaining a level of affordability for smaller
businesses that may be unable to afford newly constructed space. This may also lend
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character and a sense of place to the corridor, and could easily tie into the creation of
destination environments.


Encourage increased building height at key intersections to punctuate interesting radial
geometry of intersecting streets and mitigate the visual and physical “gulf” between buildings
(i.e. reduce the perception of the width of Milwaukee Avenue to create a more comfortable
pedestrian realm).



Redevelop or reconfigure larger shopping complexes and single purpose facilities (such as
banquet halls and funeral homes). Integrate “small box” retail buildings like Walgreens and
Jerry’s with future development.



Screen, or improve image of exposed parking. Work to relocate parking to the rear of buildings
as redevelopment occurs.



Approach the design of the corridor as a kinetic experience, incorporating rhythm and scale,
public art, color and planting.

3. Encourage Public and Private Investment
Public-private partnerships, and other approaches, can help transform the Corridor.


Consider “Village as entrepreneur” strategies, to create anchor businesses or an anchor
complex (e.g. Port Clinton Square in Highland Park). Support or underwrite some type of
business or tech incubator or small business complex.



Develop strategies to create redevelopment parcels of acceptable size.



Assess current small and mid-size commercial footprint area and dimensions (e.g. Walgreens,
Aldi, small Wal-Mart grocery). Research which mass merchandisers are creating urban models
to fit on smaller lots, and aggressively pursue redevelopment opportunities for recently
vacated locations.



Create funding district; extend present TIF, specific area SSA’s or others to make new
investment attractive.



Consider creation of Village SSA to support multi-purpose parking areas. Locate these such
that they have a multi-purpose function (e.g. food truck centers, farmers and flea markets,
outdoor performance spaces, etc.)

4. Limit Impact on Adjacent Neighborhoods
Adjacent neighborhoods can remain intact and be adequately buffered from new mixed-use
development along the Corridor.


Assess present alley system to determine if it can be expanded/extended in a continuous or
easily accessible manner.



Design a common type of buffer between neighborhoods and Milwaukee Avenue businesses –
landscape/fence/building typology.



Assess desire and potential to modify the present street system (through partial street
closures and/or intersection realignment) and access points to better protect neighborhoods
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Identify types of uses that may be compatible with existing single family housing and could be
integrated into the neighborhood



Consider replacing some single family with multi family or mixed use in presently single family
use blocks? Look at opportunities to tie into residential areas at particular key intersections.

5. Reimagine the Corridor as a Place to Live, Work, and Play
The Village’s identity should be reinforced, and its “brand” should be embraced, strengthened, and
marketed authentically.


Consider the Milwaukee Avenue corridor as broader than the Milwaukee frontage. Expand the
planning area to include areas along Oakton, Howard , Waukegan, Harlem and Touhy as they
intersect with Milwaukee Avenue.



Niles today is a modestly priced northwest side suburb, with established residential
neighborhoods and a mix of new and old regional commercial assets. Is this the image we
want to keep? How do we strengthen this image? What is the desired image?



Identify actions and elements that may better link Milwaukee Avenue to the larger community
– create a local draw.

Activities related to resident base – services/grocery/restaurants
Family and kids – maintain successful draws such as Brunswick & Rec. Center
Attract young professionals -- More walkable, bike-able mixed-use?


Concentrate the commercial and mixed-use component of Milwaukee Avenue at key
intersections, and provide adequate connections to residential areas

Strategies for Redeveloping Milwaukee Avenue
Significant change along Milwaukee Avenue will take time. However, at the outset it is important to agree
upon how aggressive or cautious the Village wants to be in initiating and supporting improvement along
Milwaukee Avenue. The Village could choose to radically change its image; through public-private and
municipal entrepreneurial actions, the corridor could be significantly redeveloped to foster a new brand for
Milwaukee Avenue and the Village. In contrast, the Village could choose to adopt a more conservative
posture, and act to set the stage for market-based reinvestment that improves but does not radically alter
the present sense of the community.
Moving toward any of these requires the Village to identify how best to transition from today’s Milwaukee
Avenue to tomorrows environment, and to identify the desired end state within some reasonable time
frame. Change along Milwaukee Avenue will not come quickly as both private and public capital investment
is needed. Whatever the strategy, a multi-phase implementation approach is needed.
The three scenarios that Camiros has developed for Milwaukee Avenue can also be viewed as three
redevelopment phases to move from today to tomorrow – moving from encouraging new investment to
gaining substantial support for its completion. One can think about these phases as creating the “smoke”
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of improvement interest, the “spark” of initial development and the “fire” when the idea catches on and
the critical mass for the desired level of improvement is attained.
We traced through a relatively aggressive program to demonstrate the extent of change that might be
considered. The “major transformation strategy” thinking reflected in Scenario 3 can be cut back and the
desired “end” could be identified as either of the earlier phase scenarios. An important note is that these
concepts can be considered additive – Scenarios 2 and 3 build on the improvements and
recommendations of earlier/more conservative strategies. The scenarios/concepts are outlined below,
with relevant maps and illustrations following each concept.
Scenario 1: Adaptation (The “Smoke”)
Overview
Incremental and modest redevelopment begins to build on strengths, seize opportunities and mitigate
weaknesses and threats to redevelopment. This concept identifies near term improvements and
emphasizes pragmatic solutions to existing issues, while positioning the corridor for future growth. This
concept is the most conservative, and focuses on making incremental improvements through design
recommendations and regulatory restructuring. It seeks to improve the current image of Milwaukee Avenue
through measured improvements to the pedestrian realm and obsolete buildings found along the corridor,
but also seeks to preserve the current stock as a means to attract smaller, specialty businesses that may
not be able to afford any other space in the Village. It does this through application of five key physical
and regulatory strategies for corridor improvement:


Strategy A: On-street Parking
Head-in parking along Milwaukee Avenue presents serious safety concerns for both pedestrians
and automobiles. Further, much of the existing head-in parking straddles lot lines, and in some
cases is located entirely within the existing right-of-way. This must be addressed. Sections of the
Milwaukee Avenue corridor are already accommodating on-street parking, an improvement which
will create a more walkable, pedestrian friendly environment along Milwaukee Avenue.
Incorporating parallel parking spaces also allows for greater buffering of the pedestrian realm, and
for relocation of the sidewalk up to the existing building façades, moving valuable foot traffic
closer to businesses.



Strategy B: Building Siting Improvements
The Village’s new zoning for Milwaukee Avenue can incorporate a build-to zone or line, to
encourage development of a consistent street wall along critical sections of the corridor. This will
create a more comfortable pedestrian environment, and will not impact available parking, as
spaces can be accommodated behind new development. Locating parking behind the building also
offers greater opportunity to consolidate curb cuts, and to create a transitional landscape buffer
for adjacent residential uses.



Strategy C: Site Access Improvements
There are a number of prevalent problems along the Milwaukee Avenue corridor, from closely
spaced curb cuts, to the absence of a sidewalk and physical separation from the travel lanes on
Milwaukee Avenue. Site access management strategies, such as consolidating curb cuts where
appropriate, and encouraging cross-access easements and agreements between adjacent owners
could greatly help to alleviate some of these issues.



Strategy D: Façade Improvements
The Village could choose to implement a targeted Façade Improvement program along Milwaukee
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Avenue, along with a set of standards or guidelines for façade renovation. Improving the outward
appearance of some of the more tired looking building stock could make a great impact on the
overall visual impact of the corridor, while maintaining a level of affordability that teardowns and
rebuilds may not.


Strategy E: Zoning Recommendations
A series of zoning recommendations will be developed/refined in tandem with the ongoing zoning
revision work. These can include form-based standards for façade transparency, building height
and massing, building location, landscape and parking, buffering of adjacent uses, and general
design standards for new construction along Milwaukee Avenue. The adoption of new zoning
targeted toward improving conditions along Milwaukee Avenue will be a great step toward
transformative change.

Three of these strategies (A, B, and C) have been placed on the maps that follow, indicating areas where
their application would benefit corridor redevelopment. It is important to note that the locations of these
strategies on the maps included represent one possible permutation of their application, as many sections
of the corridor could benefit from one, two, or all three of them in unison. Therefore, the locations chosen
on the map indicate areas in which one or two potential strategies could affect the greatest change.
Strategies D and E have not been mapped, as they are more broadly applicable and less confined to
specific sites on the map.
Key Elements of Scenario 1:


Incremental and somewhat modest redevelopment, focused on vacant property, small infill
development, and leveraging recent reinvestment along the corridor.



Focused on site design recommendations, issue-resolving typologies, and regulatory strategies.
o

Building/Parking siting recommendations for new development

o

Retrofit recommendations for existing structures and design guidelines for new
development

o

Parking addressed through spatial recommendations and regulatory approaches (shared
parking, cross-access easements and lot consolidation, etc.)



Addresses recent development issues as well as issues rooted in historical / previous
development patterns.



Improved parking, pedestrian environment, and safety along Milwaukee Avenue.



Financial and regulatory support to retrofit strip buildings



Implementation Timeline: Near-term.
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STRATEGY A : ON-STREET PARKING

CURRENT CONDITION: OFF-STREET HEAD-IN PARKING
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL
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+/- 26 FEET OF AVAILABLE
ROW, FROM EXISTING OUTER EDGE
OF OUTSIDE TRAVEL LANE TO LOT
LINE

9-FOOT CUT OUT FOR ON-STREET
PARALLEL PARKINGS
LANDSCAPED MEDIAN WITH TREE PLANTINGS
AND SMALL SHRUBS IN PLACE OF EXISTING
STRIPED NO-DRIVE ZONE

+/- 13 FEET FROM LOT LINE TO
FRONT BUILDING FACADE FOR
NEW SIDEWALK

EXISTING ON-STREET PARKING

NEW 10’ PUBLIC SIDEWALK

10’ - 12’ TREE LAWN
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STRATEGY A : ON-STREET PARKING

IMPROVED CONDITIONS: INCORPORATION OF PARALLEL PARKING & STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

WIDE PUBLIC SIDEWALK (WITH ROOM FOR 9’ CUT OUT) WITH TREE LAWN AND SIDEWALK IN FRONT OF BUILDING

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT AT SCHMEISSER’S

EXISTING CUT OUT FOR PARALLEL PARKING WITH SIDEWALK AND TREE LAWN

STRATEGY A : ON-STREET PARKING

IMPROVED CONDITIONS: EXISTING DEVELOPMENT ON CORRIDOR THAT REFLECTS PRINCIPLES OF TYPOLOGY A
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

•

BUILDING IS SET BACK MORE THAN 60 FEET FROM RIGHT-OF-WAY

•

PARKING LOCATED IN FRONT OF DEVELOPMENT (TRADITIONAL STRIP CONFIGURATION)

•

CURB CUT ON HART’S ROAD IS TOO CLOSE TO THE INTERSECTION

•

THE NEW BUILDING DIRECTLY ABUTS EXISTING RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, NO
SIGNIFICANT BUFFER CAN BE ESTABLISHED WITH THIS CONFIGURATION

•

SIDEWALK DIRECTLY ABUTS TRAFFIC ON MILWAUKEE AVENUE, NO TREE PLANTING/
LAWN TO PROVIDE SEPARATION OR A COMFORTABLE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT - NO
ARCHITECTURE TO CREATE A SENSE OF SPACE ALONG THE STREET EDGE

STRATEGY B :BUILDING SITING STANDARDS

CURRENT CONDITIONS EXAMPLE: HART’S PLAZA DEVELOPMENT
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

KEY IMPROVEMENTS
•

BUILDINGS LOCATED AT A BUILD-TO ZONE

•

PARKING LOCATED BEHIND DEVELOPMENT

•

CURB CUT RELOCATED TO SAFER LOCATION ON HART’S ROAD

•

TRANSITIONAL BUFFER IS ESTABLISHED BETWEEN COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND
RESIDENTIAL USES BEHIND MILWAUKEE AVE.

•

PEDESTRIAN REALM IS CREATED USING ARCHITECTURE AND STREETSCAPE/FURNISHINGS,
AS WELL AS STREET TREE PLANTING AND TREE LAWN

STRATEGY B :BUILDING SITING STANDARDS

RECOMMENDED CONFIGURATION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

KEY IMPROVEMENTS
•

NEW DEVELOPMENT PHASES ESTABLISH A STREET EDGE AND PEDESTRIAN
ENVIRONMENT, AS WELL AS A BUFFER ALONG THE EXISTING RESIDENTIAL TO THE REAR

•

PARKING IS MOVED TO THE REAR OF NEW DEVELOPMENT, AND CONNECTED INTERNALLY
TO EXISTING LOT, NO NEW CURB CUTS NEEDED

STRATEGY B :BUILDING SITING STANDARDS

IMPROVED CONDITIONS: FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PHASES FRONT RIGHT-OF-WAY
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

CLOSELY SPACED CURB CUTS

TWO CURB CUTS SEPARATED BY 4-INCH CURB

UNNECESSARILY WIDE DRIVE WAY WIDTHS

ABSENCE OF SIDEWALK AND PHYSICAL SEPARATION FROM MILWAUKEE AVE.

STRATEGY C: IMPROVE SITE ACCESS, CONSOLIDATE CURB CUTS & ENCOURAGE CROSS-ACCESS
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

CLOSELY SPACED CURB CUTS

PARKING AREA OBSTRUCTS SIDEWALK

AREAS NOT ORIGINALLY INTENDED FOR PARKING VEHICLES ARE NOW USED AS PARKING LOTS
(ON BOTH PRIVATE AND PUBLIC R.O.W.). NO CLEAR DELINEATION OF PARKING AREA AND CIRCULATION PATTERN.

STRATEGY C: IMPROVE SITE ACCESS, CONSOLIDATE CURB CUTS & ENCOURAGE CROSS-ACCESS
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

Lack of cornice/articulation along roofline
and sign band give the facade a flat, squat
appearance

Building design has no clear base/middle/
top, and storefronts are not well defined -difficult to tell where one space ends and
the next begins

Entrances lack definition, and are difficult
to distinguish from the facade as a whole

ELEVATION:
OUTDATED FACADE

Adding detail to the glazing helps to give
the storefronts prominence, and update
the look of the facade.

Awnings create shadows and give the
facade visual interest. They also give
definition to retail spaces within the
building

ELEVATION:
FACADE DESIGN MODIFICATION

STRATEGY D
FACADE IMPROVEMENTS - EXAMPLE
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

Articulation of the building facade helps
to define each storefront, and gives the
building visual interest

Articulation/variability of the roof line
adds to the visual interest of the building
overall, and gives the structure a more
modern feel

A knee-height base panel helps to give
the facade interest and establish a
tripartite (base/middle/top) design. Also
helps to define building entrances

STRATEGY E
ZONING RECOMMENDATIONS: FACADE / TRANSPARENCY REQUIREMENTS
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

CORNER TREATMENTS

FACADE ARTICULATION & FENESTRATION DESIGN

STRATEGY E
ZONING RECOMMENDATIONS: BUILDING FORM & SITING
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

Scenario 2: Reorganization (The “Spark”)
Overview
Redevelopment is organized around a primary “Village Center” node at Milwaukee and Oakton. This
concept builds on the recommendations of phase 1, and continues to address opportunities identified in
the SWOT analysis while expressing a greater degree of transformation – moving toward a longer-term
vision for the future of the corridor. Larger scale improvements and more visionary solutions to the
corridors current limitations/weaknesses are proposed as the concept begins to build a concentration of
retail development around the Milwaukee/Oakton node, and makes recommendations for complementary
land use and particular sites along the remainder of the corridor.
Scenario 2 also includes a concept for the development of future surface parking areas along the
Milwaukee Avenue corridor, illustrated on the pages following the scenario 2 corridor maps. The Village
could pursue a strategy of acquiring and assembling land at specific intersections to develop public
parking lots at key points along the corridor. The design and buffering of these lots would be controlled
through specific zoning requirements, creating public lots that create a pleasant interface with adjacent
uses and provide critical space not only for parking, but for public gatherings, festivals, and food trucks or
vendors. As the corridor continues to redevelop, these lots could remain, or be sold and redeveloped as
the Village sees fit.
Key Elements of Scenario 2:


Focuses on the development of a discernible “Village Center.”



Continuation of momentum achieved through implementation of Scenario 1 recommendations.



Success hinges on the development of assembled sites and implementation of development
typologies that address physical site constraints that are identified in Scenario 1.



Implementation Timeline: Intermediate-term.
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SURFACE PARKING STRATEGY - JARVIS & MILWAUKEE - CURRENT CONDITIONS
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

SURFACE PARKING STRATEGY - JARVIS & MILWAUKEE - POTENTIAL CONFIGURATION OF PUBLIC PARKING
M I LWAU K E E AV E N U E CO R R I D O R ST U DY | M A R C H 2 0 1 4
Niles, IL

Scenario 3: Transformation (“The Fire”)
Overview
The third concept envisions redevelopment at three major intersections along the corridor, Milwaukee and
Oakton, Milwaukee and Harlem/Howard and Milwaukee and Touhy/Waukegan. These locations were
selected partly because they will contain future ART stations. In addition, the most significant
redevelopment opportunities exist in these locations. Connective sections (between nodes) of the corridor
are still guided by design recommendations and standards present in the first two scenarios, and their use
is adjusted to respond to the increase in density at the key nodes – transitioning to a more
residential/professional use mix. This concept is visionary in its approach to opportunities identified in the
SWOT analysis, as well as solutions to challenges such as parking and site design, with the inclusion of
road realignments, structured parking, and the inclusion of residential parcels into large redevelopment
sites. Current constraints are less of a factor in this visionary concept, and corridor transformation is
emphasized. Recommendations reach into the surrounding neighborhoods, and seek to create a large,
walkable, mixed-use center and sense of place along Milwaukee Avenue, impacting the overall image of
the Village as a place to live, work, and shop.
Key Elements of Scenario 3:


Building on implementation of Scenario 2, this scenario focuses on the development of two
additional key centers along Milwaukee Avenue that serve as anchors for the Village Center
envisioned in Scenario 2, and lend a unique rhythm and pattern of development along the corridor.
The two additional centers will be assembled to accommodate large-scale redevelopment at the
intersections: tying the corridor together through a series of “peaks and valleys” reflected in
intensity of use, built form, and variable building height.



Visionary plan for the future



Requires a commitment to clear and reassemble sites into viable redevelopment parcels at key
nodes



Taller and denser construction at key intersections along the corridor



Allows structured as well as surface parking



Incorporates street reconfiguration at key redevelopment intersections



Allows for selected residential clearance to create substantial parcels



Implementation Timeline: Long-term.
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Summary
In combination, these three Scenarios establish a rational sequence of potential redevelopment,
identifying potential site assembly and redevelopment opportunities along the corridor that could occur
within a 20-year time frame. Each of the three Scenarios could serve as a stand-alone option for Niles to
consider as a vision for the future, however the three-phased Scenario approach represents a continuum
of development potential, with the most aggressive Scenario being the product of the implementation of
the first two.
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